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Summary
GDP 106-78 - Word 2010 version scoring issues
Error message not displaying when
updating gradebook category when End
Date > Due Date.
61-57 Default Font Size issue

GDP 11 - 02117394 - Keyboard picture
on the website does not match the
textbook
Any student completing 100% of all
enabled exercises causes errors in the
progress report

Short Description
Resolution Description
Scoring issues in Word 2010 for 106-78. Fixed issues with 106-78.

Created Updated Resolution
2/22/2012 7/10/2012 Fixed

Adding an exercise to a gradebook
category not working. You can update
existing exercises, just not add them.
File has tabs set incorrectly and is
getting format error for: Use default font
size for letter.
Keyboard image on Lessons 9-20 does
not match image in book.

Added message to appear when batch
date update does not pass validation.

3/19/2012

5/4/2012 Fixed

Uploaded new rubric to correct the
grading for the font size.

4/10/2012

5/4/2012 Fixed

Updated image

4/10/2012

5/4/2012 Fixed

Updated procedure to fix error.

4/10/2012 4/12/2012 Fixed

Updated portfolio to display N/A when
there is a scoring error.
Corrected spacing issue

4/11/2012

Any student completing 100% of all
enabled exercises causes errors in the
progress report. For example if only
lesson 1 is enabled and a report is
filtered by lessons with one student
completing every exercise in that lesson,
an error occurs.
GDP 11 -1 Formatting Scoring Error for Student portfolio showing a -1
Report 100-74
keystroking error.
49-21 spacing correction
Needed correction to keystroking
scoring.
Test 3-54A spacing correction
Needed corrections for keystroking.
Report 31-2 spacing correction
Spacing correction needed.
Number Row counts not working properly When user has error on number keys,
the errors are not showing in the number
row count.
Open Timed Writings are not appearing Open Timed Writings are not appearing
when filtering by 'Textbook' in Course
when filtering by 'Textbook' in Course
Manager.
Manager. They do appear when filtering
by Part, Unit, Lesson
Correspondence 44-30
When paragraph is not indented per
directions, GDP does not score this as
incorrect.

Please treat all information in this report as confidential.

Corrected spacing issue
Corrected spacing issue
Added errors found on each number key
to the number row total.

7/6/2012 Fixed

4/12/2012 4/13/2012 Fixed
4/12/2012 4/13/2012 Fixed
4/12/2012 4/13/2012 Fixed
4/16/2012 6/13/2012 Fixed

Updated the procedure to account for the 4/16/2012
fact that open timed writings are not
related to a lesson.

7/6/2012 Fixed

Uploaded new rubric. The grading for the 4/17/2012
2nd paragraph indentation has been
added.

5/4/2012 Fixed
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Bug

All archived students not showing up in
the list

All archived students not showing up in Added the classes radio button list to the
the list. Need to add "Show All Classes" archive tab.
and "Show My Classes" in the archived
students list so that an instructor can see
all possible students to un-archive.

Bug

Update the instructions to allow popup
windows for GDP in Chrome

The current instructions for allowing
popups in Chrome are no longer valid.
See screenshot attached. Current
Chrome version is 18.0.1025.168.

Bug

GDP - Registration Section Name

When enrolling, Default is listed as "No
Section" which may confuse students.

Bug

Required Exercises List not displaying
Exercises that have not yet been
exercises that have not been completed. completed but are required are not
displaying in the Required Exercises List.

Bug

Updating a section name is not properly
accounting for deleted sections.

Bug
Bug

Grading Issue with 109-86
Report 118-95--Modify Solution file and
Important instructions

Bug

Detailed WPM print screen showing
wrong data

Bug

Lessons 21D and 31D scoring issue

Bug

Auto-Hyphenation grading for 109-86

Bug
Bug

Report 100-74 scoring issue
GDP Screen Edits - Formatting Alerts
text

Please treat all information in this report as confidential.

4/19/2012

7/6/2012 Fixed

Change the text to reflect the new
process for allowing pop-ups in Chrome.

5/3/2012

5/4/2012 Fixed

Changed default registration option to
'Default' instead of 'No Section.'

5/7/2012 5/14/2012 Fixed

5/15/2012 5/25/2012 Fixed

If a section is deleted and another
section is renamed to that section name,
an error occurs due to a unique
constraint.
Correction to the grading of 109-86.
Request to modify solution file and onscreen instructions for Report 118-95:
Itinerary
The print screen for the Detailed WPM
report is not showing the same data as
the actual report.

Fixed procedure so section name can
be reused once the section is deleted.

5/16/2012

7/6/2012 Fixed

109-86 not grading for use of autohyphenation.

Grading has been corrected.

6/26/2012

7/2/2012 Fixed

Checked on staging - Scoring screen
now says No Formatting Alerts

Fixed typo

6/28/2012
6/29/2012

7/6/2012 Fixed
7/6/2012 Fixed

New function was added.
5/17/2012 7/9/2012 Fixed
updated on-screen instructions, exercise
6/4/2012 7/6/2012 Fixed
text and solution file per McGraw-Hill's
request.
A condition that is no longer relevant was 6/18/2012 6/18/2012 Fixed
left in the print screen code, causing the
wrong procedure call to populate the
grid. I changed the logic to match that in
the actual report.
When entering correct response for
There was a bug in the code that
6/26/2012 7/6/2012 Fixed
screen #17 for lessons 21D and 31D you incorrectly sent incorrect status to
are marked as incorrect.
backend even when the response was
correct. This has been corrected.
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GDP Screen Edits - 5-Minute Timed
Writing Goal

Updated displayed goal text for 3-minute
timed writings.

6/29/2012

7/6/2012 Fixed

GDP Screen Edits - Sustained Practice
lessons

Confirmed on staging - the Goal now
says 3e when chooing the 3 minute
option.
Confirmed on staging - the screen on
Sustained Practice now says Error Limit.

Bug

Changed text: ERROR COUNT =>
ERROR LIMIT

6/29/2012

7/6/2012 Fixed

Bug
Bug

GDP Screen Edits - Confirm Deletion
Modifications to the GDP Help files

Confirmed change on staging.
See resolution.

7/6/2012 Fixed
7/6/2012 Fixed

Bug

Message Center preference not showing The enable message center preference
in Add Campus window
does not appear in the Add Campus
window, but appears in other locations
were preference editing is possible.

Text change complete.
6/29/2012
All changes submitted by McGraw-HIll
6/29/2012
have been applied to the GDP11 Student
Help files.
Modified code so messaging preference
7/3/2012
appears in the Add Campus window.

Improvement Switch Cover Page 90-64 from graded to Change 90-64 from graded to nonnon-graded document processing job.
graded document processing job.
Bug

Period needed to be added to Student
Instant Help Screen

Please treat all information in this report as confidential.

On the student side, insert a period at
the end of the line for consistency with
other lines.

Changed status of document processing
job so program no longer automatically
grades formatting.
Updated text.

7/5/2012 Fixed

7/3/2012 7/10/2012 Fixed

7/6/2012

7/9/2012 Fixed
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